
Lian Beanie

Sizes: 0-3 m, 3-6 m, 6-12 m, 12-18 m,
Toddler, Child and Adult



This chunky crochet beanie will be your go-to pattern for those chilly bellow 0
degree days. It's so easy to make and works up fast! Great for the whole family
and makes a great last minute Christmas gift.

Materials that you’ll use for making this hat are:
 
Bulky weight yarn 
A 7 mm and 8 mm crochet hook
Tapestry needle
Scissors
Stitch marker(optional)
Pompon (optional)



Stitches you’ll need to know

Chain
Slip stitch
Yarn over slip stitch

Abbreviations that we’ll use throughout this pattern are 

CH - chain
SS - slip stitch
YO SS BLO - half double crochet back loop only
T-CH - turning chain
H - crochet hook



Newborn size (0-3 months)
 

CH 21
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 20 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 2, YO SS BLO 18, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 20, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Rows 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount of 36
rows

 
 

Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the foundation
chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite side, CH 1 and start SS

together through every available loop (20 total) connecting the two sides together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone



3-6 months
 

CH 23
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 22 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 1, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 22, T-CH
Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount of

38 rows
 

Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the
foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite side,

CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (22 total) connecting the two sides
together.

Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.
Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone

 



 6-12 months
 

CH 25
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 24 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 2, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 24, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount of
42 rows

 
Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the

foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite side,
CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (24 total) connecting the two sides

together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone
 



 12-18 months
 

CH 27
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 26 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 23, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 26, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount of
46 rows

 
Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the

foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite side,
CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (26 total) connecting the two sides

together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone
 



Toddler 
 

CH 29
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 28 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 25, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 28, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount
of 48 rows

 
Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the

foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite
side, CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (28 total) connecting the two sides

together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone
 



Child
 

CH 27 H#8mm
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 26 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 23, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 26, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount
of 48 rows

 
Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the

foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite
side, CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (26 total) connecting the two sides

together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone



Adult
 

CH 31 H#8mm
Now you’ll be working in the back side of your foundation chain

Row 1: 30 SS, T-CH
Row 2:SS BLO 3, YO SS BLO 27, T-CH

Row 3: SS BLO 30, T-CH
 

Keep repeating this pattern alternating between Row 2 and 3 until you get to the total amount
of 50 rows

 
Have the work, right side facing you, take your hook out and put it in the first loop of the

foundation chain on the opposite side, right side facing you, pull the loop from the opposite side,
CH 1 and start SS together through every available loop (30 total) connecting the two sides

together.
Sew in the top part and pull tight to close it.

Attach a pompom and make sure you weave in the ends properly so they don’t come out undone



Share your work with me!!
If you liked this pattern please share it with me on social media,

tag me on Instagram @yarns_design or on Facebook YarnS
design. I'll be also sharing a video tutorial for this pattern on my

YouTube Chanel yarnS design, so check on that too. Happy
crocheting!

 


